$100,000 Level
Doug and Sharon Scholz: In Honor of Suzy Bassani
The Main Event (April 22, 2017) Celebrating YOUR New Main Library
The Jack W. and Sally D. Eichelberger Foundation

$25,000 Level
The Dayton Foundation
The Berry Family Foundation
Shook Construction Co.
The Oehlers Family: In Honor of Rosemary Oehlers

$10,000 Level
Anonymous
Best Buy Foundation
In Fond Memory of Ruey-Hwa Chow, Lovingly Remembered by Family
Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce
Dayton Children's
Chuck Duritsch and Don Yeazell
Diane & John Farrell and Family
The Thomas B. Fordham Foundation
Barbara Hayde and Ron Budzik
Tim Kambitsch and Julie Beall
Marilyn and Larry Klaben Family
Luke and Nita Lovell
Margot and Michael Merz
Marsh & McLennan Agency
Leslie C. Mapp Foundation
Gerald M. and Carole A. Miller Family Foundation
Square One Salon and Spa Staff, Clients and Family
Merle Wilberding and Susan Elliott: In Memory of Seth Elliott

Founding Members of The 1888 Society

Thank you to the Founding Members of The 1888 Society. These generous donors have said YES! to helping the DML Foundation support with Library with a major gift in the first years of the Foundation.

All major gifts ($1,888 and above) made by December 31, 2017 have been included on a permanent donor wall in the new Main Library atrium.

Please note: The Foundation makes every effort to correctly reflect the names of its generous donors. To make corrections or request changes, please contact us at 937.496.8516.
$5000 Level

ASI Signage Innovations
CareSource Foundation
Jim & Rene’ Chase, Chase Electric
Friends of the Dayton Metro Library
In Memory of Tom and Kacie Hausfeld, The Hausfeld Family
William and Kjirsten Frank Hoppe with Family & Friends
Ms. Winnie C. Johnson and Family
Jayne and Kevin Klose
Noland D. and Andrea J. Lester
Richard Lapedes and Maureen Lynch
Dayton (OH) Chapter of The Links, Incorporated
The Wiletha McGuire Family
Skanska and American Trademark Construction Services
Cy and Joanne Spurlino
Christine and Mike Spurlino
David & Belinda Stenson: “Silver Wedding Anniversary”
3M Foundation
In Honor of Leo and Mamie G. Wilson

$3,500 Level

ESI, Inc.
Eric Heinrich
Frank and Kathy Hollingsworth
For Grandchildren Who Read! The Lasley Family
Ashley & Geoffry Orr and Family
Marc and Darla Reynolds
Honorable William H. Wolff, Jr. & Marie P. "Penny" Wolff
$1,888 Level

AAA Miami Valley
APG Office Furnishings Inc.
Susan, Wayne, Elizabeth, Luke and Zoe Anable
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Val and Mike Beerbower
Lois and Don Bigler
The Bishop Family: Jonathan, Kimberly and Katherine
Judith and Tony Bleses
Glenn & Sherry Bower and Family
Robert L. Brandt, Jr., MD
Ms. Betty Joyce Brown, Sister and Friend
Burges and Burges Strategists: Bill & Charlene Burges
Jerry C. and Cynthia L. Butcher
Champion Apparel and Promotions, Inc.
Anthony and Angela Clements
Michael and Marquetta Colbert
Community Foundation of Miami Township
Dawn and Mark Conway
Megan Cooper and Scott Murphy
Vince and Marcy Corrado
Mrs. & Mr. Annette and Bertram Cream
Robert and Donna Miles Curry
Dr. Barbara Czestochowa
DMLSA: Your Library Employees' Independent Labor Union
Betty J. Darst
Dayton Design Collaborative: Levin Porter Associates, LWC
Incorporated & Ruetschle Architects
Samuel and Judith Lynne Dodson
Matt Dunn and Ed Wellmeier
Mr. John Fabelo and Mrs. Barbara Fabelo
Five Rivers MetroParks
Ronald J. Folkther & Lyric A. Rillera and Family
Arvil & Betty Fox; Kimberly Fox
Barry W. Fought and Deborah Kreitzer
Erik and Kelly Freudenberg
The Gaffney Family
Anna Grace Ganote, Grandma & Grandpa Ganote
Neal Gittleman and Lisa Fry
In Memory of Fr. Joseph Goetz, by Dayton Book Guys
Mike Goheen and Craig Schrolucke
James T. and Barbara P. Gorman
Chester P. and Rachel A. Gut
Lisa Hanauer and Sue Spiegel
The Hary Family
Heapy Engineering
Cindi and Mat Heck
Heidelberg Distributing Company
David & Jennifer Hicks and Family
Lynda and Douglas Hoffman and Family
In Memory of Mary Ann Hoffman, MLS
Mr. Leo & Mrs. Jeanne Holihan and Family
Nancy and Jeff Horlacher
Information and Borrower Services
Jeffrey and Ellen Ireland
IUE-CWA Local 755
Elaine P. Zimmers Johnson
Charles Jones

Ron and Jane Katsuyama and Family
Kiser High School Alumni Association
Barb Kuhns
Miles Edward Kuhns Family
LCNB National Bank
Charlotte C. Leonard, Coordinator of Children’s Services
Gary Lewis LeRoy, M.D., Reader and Supporter
Levin Porter Architects
James and Cheryl Lincoln and Family
Elaine and Larry Lindstrom
LWC Incorporated
Pastor Arthur L. and Charlotte D. McGuire Family
Karri & Kenneth Marshall and Family
Brielle S. Maynor, MLIS
Karen and Dale Medford
Mr. David and Mrs. Lora Melin
Lisa & Bob Mendenhall
Miami Valley Combined Federal Campaign
Montgomery County Commission
Mr. Carlos Orlando Monzon and Mrs. Edra Davis Monzon
Katie Norris and Family
In Memory of Andrew James Odorizzi
Pickrel, Schaeffer & Ebeling
Lucious and Donna Plant
The Ponitz Family
Porter Wright
Premier Health on Behalf of Dedicated Board Members
Ellen F. Rice, Dayton View Triangle
Mike and Carolyn Rice
Tim and Mary Riordan
Paul, Cheryl and Mia Robinson
Susan J. Rodenberg, MLIS
Ellen and Tom Rohmiller
Rotary Club of Dayton #47
Ruetschle Architects
Colleen M. Ryan
David Schnee and Cynthia Stone for Group 4 Architecture
Jon and Diana Sebaly
Shell + Meyer Associates, Inc.
The Anthony H., Tony, Jr. and Patrick J. Smith Family
Anthony J. and Sandra K. Smith
Richard and June Smythe
Sue + Andy Snow
Barbra Stonerock and Bear Monita
Drs. Lawrence and Holley Thompson
The Thornburg Family: Hugh, Kathie, Taylor and Jordan
Friends of Timmy
Sherry Tschudin, In Memory of Hans Tschudin
“Always Reach Higher” Upward Brand Interactions
John and Joyce Wallach
Bill and Kate Whistler
David and Terry Williamson
Tish Wilson and Dale Bickley
Frank Winslow and Carol Warner
Gladys J. Eichhorn Whitmer, In Honor of Her Volunteerism
WilmerHale
Cheryl and Joe Wirtley
Paul R. Woodie
Susan Zurcher